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Create an account!

•  Click “Log in/create account” in the upper 
right corner:



Create an account!

•  Follow the instructions
•  Remember!
•  Your username will be public; think about if 

you want to use your real name
•  Do not use a username that implies you’re 

editing as a group (for example: “IASLab”)
•  Usernames are case sensitive!
•  One username per person, one person per 

username
•  Changing your username is possible, but a bit 

of a process. Keep this in mind when picking.



Add your name to the list

•  Type in the search bar: WP:IASL!
•  Scroll all the way down to “Undergraduate 

editors”
•  Click [edit] next to the section heading
•  Below the comment (enclosed in <!-- -->) 

add *{{User|Example User}}!
•  Replace Example User with your 

username; leave User alone
•  Save!



User interface



Talk page



Edit summaryTime stamp Username and useful links



Verifiability and reliable sources

•  Verifiability is one of the basic rules for creating 
Wikipedia content
–  Anything likely to be challenged should be cited
–  “Don’t cite that the sky is blue”

•  Reliable sources are published sources, especially 
those known for fact-checking
–  Mainstream press (newspapers, news channels)
–  Published books
–  Magazines (technical and industry standards)
–  Scholarly journals



Notability

•  Articles require:
– significant coverage!
–  in reliable sources!
–  that are independent of the subject!



Choosing articles
•  Emotion and affective science subjects

–  Categories
–  Psychology template
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Choosing articles

•  In need of expansion or revision

•  Examples:
– Affect infusion model

– Affect consciousness



Creating new articles

•  Are there enough neutral, reliable sources to 
indicate notability of the subject?

•  Is the author free of any conflicts of 
interest? 

•  Is the article likely to be useful? 
(WhatLinksHere)

•  Check to make sure subject is not covered 
under a different name



Common issues

•  Poor choice of articles

•  Plagiarism

•  Under-citation of sources

•  Original research and synthesis

•  “Biting” of new users by the larger 
Wikipedia community



Things to keep in mind

•  Edits can be reverted, but they cannot* be 
completely removed

•  Accounts cannot be deleted
•  You can be blocked from editing
•  Ignore all rules!

*except when they can



Feedback and evaluation
•  Course talk page: WT:IASL!
•  Online ambassador’s talk page (?)
•  Campus Ambassador

–  User talk:GorillaWarfare or 
gorillawarfarewikipedia@gmail.com

–  User talk:Cryptic C62 or crypticc62@yahoo.com

•  IRC

–  #wikipedia-en-classroom
–  #wikipedia-en-help



Feedback and evaluation
•  Did you know



Feedback and evaluation

•  Good and featured articles
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Sandboxes

•  Similar to a draft; place to plan out articles before 
moving them to the “mainspace” or “articlespace”

•  Usually used for writing new articles
•  Reasons to use sandboxes

–  Lower pressure
–  “Safe”
–  Low risk of content being changed or deleted 

unexpectedly
•  Reasons to edit directly in the mainspace

–  Makes the changes immediately
–  Collaboration and feedback!



Create a sandbox!

•  Click “my sandbox” in links at top of page

•  Add some sentences, save the page, see 
what happens

•  Remember, though sandboxes are drafts, 
they are still public!



any questions?


